
One of the biggest trends in 
the fashion industry at the 
moment is sustainability. 
Eco-friendly, ethical style is 
on the rise, and there are 
hundreds of designers, ar-
tisans, and creators, from 
tiny independent labels to 
big-name brands, who are 
showing that you can be fash-
ionable without harming the 
planet.

You might not immediately 
think of Mexico when you 
think of fashion, but it is a 
country at the forefront of in-
novation in many fields, and particularly when it comes to 
sustainability, ethical creation, and environmentally-aware 
businesses. From slow fashion and ethical labor to green 
materials and eco-friendly style, Mexican businesses and 
brands are pioneering this revolution in the fashion industry. 

Sustainable fashion comes in various garbs. It can simply 
mean designing and making clothes out of environmentally-
friendly materials, and avoiding things like water waste or a 
large carbon footprint. It can also mean using organic or re-
cycled fabrics, or buying raw materials locally. But sustain-
ability and ethical fashion isn’t just about being green. It can 
also refer to fairer or more ethical labor practices, paying 
fairer wages and supporting the local economy. 

So if you are planning a trip to visit the Mexican Riviera 
and would like to discover a little bit more about sustainable 
fashion in Mexico (and maybe pick up a few gorgeous pieces 
at the same time) here are the top 8 brands pioneering sus-
tainable fashion in Mexico right now.

Golden Ponies

Bespoke, made-to-order, slow fashion shoes, clothes, and ac-
cessories from Guadalajara, Golden Ponies is one of Mexico’s 
top sustainable brands. Everything they create is made with 
vegan materials, making it great for the planet, and they are 
committed to avoiding waste at all costs. As a result, they 
don’t use a warehouse or have any stock, and make all their 
pieces to order.

Minna

A wonderful independent brand creating gorgeous home de-
cor and interior design, Minna will bring an amazing new 

style to your spaces. Named af-
ter the founder’s grandmother 
and inspired by her passion for 
weaving, Minna employs the 
families of traditional weav-
ers in both Mexico and Guate-
mala, ensuring fair wages and 
jobs while helping preserve 
these artisan skills. Every 
piece is created specially, en-
suring that anything you buy 
from Minna is unique and one-
of-a-kind.

Nisolo

Drawing on the rich tradition 
of leatherwork from the Mexican state of Leon, Nisolo is one 
of the most impressive sustainable shoe brands around. Com-
mitted to providing a fair wage environment for all workers 
and artisans in their factories (based in Leon), Nisolo shoes 
are created using traditional methods handed down from 
generation to generation.

Maralgui

Founded by charismatic young designer Mariana Navarro 
from Mexico City, Maralgui is based on the principle that 
“the most important thing that you have to analyze before 
you buy something is that it doesn’t make our world worse.” 
Maralgui is an extension of Mariana’s ethos, a brand that 
lives and breathes eco-fashion, and her designer bags are all 
made from fortified, water-resistant paper. What started out 
as a small stall at a flea market has grown to become a suc-
cessful online company, and one of the most exciting names 
in environmental fashion today.

Alejandra Raw

Raw is the latest fashion project from Alejandra Márquez 
García, a designer from Guadalajara. She creates incredible 
fashion pieces that adhere to two important positions - that 
they should take care of the resources of the planet, and that 
they should preserve her Mexican roots and traditions. From 
cocktail dresses and kimonos to accessories and jewelry, Ale-
jandra uses traditional textiles as well as upcycled materi-
als, and fashions her pieces using hand-knitting and pedal 
loom techniques. 

Coeur

Coeur’s founder and lead designer, Karla Correa, only works 
with natural materials sourced from within Mexico itself. 

MEXICO’S SUSTAINABLE FASHION

Key Points

• From slow fashion and ethical labor to green materials 
and eco-friendly style, Mexican businesses and brands are 
pioneering this revolution in the fashion industry. 

• Everything Golden Ponies create is made with vegan ma-
terials, making it great for the planet, and they are commit-
ted to avoiding waste at all costs.

• Maralgui is an extension of Mariana’s ethos, a brand that 
lives and breathes eco-fashion, and her designer bags are all 
made from fortified, water-resistant paper.

• Being made in Mexico and committed to reducing their 
carbon footprint, Les Fille du Nord also supports artisans 
and designers from indigenous Mexican communities. 
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The company is rigorously committed to ensuring that the 
entire production process is transparent and ethical, while 
simultaneously creating beautiful, fascinating clothes that 
are a joy to wear. Coeur’s collection is made with premium 
quality textiles to the highest design standards, and the 
pieces are effortlessly versatile, made to look elegant and so-
phisticated in almost any scenario.

Carla Fernández

Another brand that finds inspiration from the rich cultur-
al history of Mexican design and textile production, Carla 
Fernandez has found global fame thanks to their focus on 
preserving the cultures, styles, and traditions of indigenous 
Mexican peoples. Using ancient techniques to create beauti-
ful, handmade clothes that are founded in the colors and de-
signs from indigenous and mestizo communities from across 

Mexico. Based in Mexico City, Carla and her team are right 
in the vanguard of ethical fashion in Mexico. 

Les Filles Du Nord

Founded in 2015 by two friends who grew up together in the 
north of Mexico before pursuing separate careers in fashion, 
Les Filles du Nord is an exciting limited edition beachwear 
line based in Mexico City’s sophisticated Polanco district. Af-
ter working as shoppers for stores like Saks Fifth Avenue 
and Palacio de Hierro, Angelica Tovar and Daniela Garza 
came together to design and make gorgeous swimwear and 
loungewear collections featuring artisanal hand-stitched 
embroidery. As well as being made in Mexico and commit-
ted to reducing their carbon footprint, Les Fille du Nord also 
supports artisans and designers from indigenous Mexican 
communities. 

MANAGEMENT SUCCESSION PLANNING AT USTER TECHNOLOGIES AG 
NEWS UPDATE

Uster Technologies is to have a new Chief Executive, in a 
planned and phased handover by April 2022. At his own request, 
current CEO Thomas Nasiou decided to step-down, and will be 
succeeded by Davide Maccabruni, former CEO of SSM Schärer 
Schweiter Mettler AG and General Manager of Savio Group 
Components.

Thomas Nasiou, who has been CEO for the past 6 years and in 
Uster Technologies for the last 16 years, has decided to step-
down as CEO: “Since I joined Uster and also during my tenure 
as CEO, I only felt privileged and honored to meet and work with 
so many colleagues and friends. We have been through some ex-
citing and challenging times, innovating, developing and grow-
ing together, keeping in mind creating value for ourselves, for 
our organization and for our customers and partners,” he says. 
“We maintained our focus on the needs of our customers and our 
commitment to providing the best solutions to help them with 
the many challenges they face in todays but mainly tomorrow’s 
demanding market environment. The work has been enjoyable 
and fulfilling. It is time for me to change my priorities in life and 
focus more on other personal interests, which require time and 
energy. I am glad that we have found the ideal successor, so we 
can work towards a seamless transition for the future.”

The successor of Thomas Nasiou will join Uster on January 1, 
2022 and will take over as CEO on April 1, 2022.

New CEO: a colleague with textile industry background

Davide Maccabruni has extensive experience of the textile in-
dustry, with customers and the markets. His experience has 
been gained working in both innovation and management roles 
at Sultex (ITEMA weaving), at SSM and at Savio. He has a de-
tailed understanding of the needs of modern textile manufactur-
ers.

“This background makes him uniquely qualified to take the next 
step as CEO” says Thomas Nasiou: “Davide’s deep and broad 

textile expertise, knowledge and innovation spirit will ensure 
continuity and stability of the Uster business. His experiences 
as well as his personal values fit ideally to the Uster culture.”

From 1998 until 2004 he worked as assistant and research asso-
ciate in the Institute for Textile Machinery and Textile Industry 
/ Institute of Manufacturing Automation at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich. From 2004 until 2006 
he was a project manager at SSM and from 2006 until 2009 
he has been the CTO in Sultex and ITEMA Weaving. In 2009 
he joined SSM as CTO and in 2016 he became its CEO, until 
2020 when he joined Savio as the General Manager of the Savio 
Group Components.

“I am glad and honored to join Uster, an organization that of-
fered so much to our textile industry “, he says. “I commit to 
serve with my knowledge and experience to the efforts of all 
Uster colleagues to stay focused on ‘Think Quality’ and remain 
successful developing solutions that create value for the entire 
textile chain. But more importantly, to work together and make 
sure that the Uster spirit of a great organization remains and 
thrives.” 

The Board of Directors and Toyota Industries Corporation are 
pleased that the successor for the CEO has been found early, 
providing the time for continuity and a successful takeover.
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